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Overview



Transport strategy 2012:

a walking city 



Walking is the number one mode of transport for trips 
within the City of Melbourne.

Trips within the City of Melbourne by mode, average 
weekday, 2009/10. (Source: DoT, 2010)
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the business of walking



Walking is central to 
the high effective job 
density (EJD) of inner 
Melbourne. 



Getting serious 
about walking



Applying the same 
depth of analysis 
and quality of 
service to walking 
as we do when 
planning roads and 
public transport. 
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Pedestrian network volumes

Figure 8. Central city pedestrian dynamic
This map shows the overall walking dynamic across the city by approximating volumes across the pedestrian network. A range 
of data sources have been combined to approximate where people walk from car parks, train stations and other places in the 
city to shops, jobs, classes or other activities. Pedestrian counters across the city have been used to refi ne the results.

Data used includes ABS Census journey to work, Victorian Integrated Survey of Travel and Activity (VISTA), City of Melbourne Census of Land Use 
and employment (CLUE) and the City of Melbourne Pedestrian Counting Program information.
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WAlkInG plAn GOAls:
1. Expand the pedestrian network
2. Plan for future growth
3. Reduce delay
4. Improve safety 



Valuing public input



In-person consultation event 
informed by technical detail. 

engagement phase consisted of 
both in-person events and online 
material - catering to a diverse 
audience.



Implementation



walking plan ACTIOn 
streams

1. planning
2. street management & 

operation
3. Capital works



Thank you
http://participate.melbourne.vic.gov.au/walkingplan

Sarah Lowcock - Strategic Transport Planner
sarah.lowcock@melbourne.vic.gov.au


